CGI Digital Archive mobile app
optimizes document
management for the City of
Vantaa
Vantaa, the fourth largest city in Finland, adopted CGI’s mobile solution,
which enables document management and archiving—anywhere,
anytime.
CGI’s document management platform has provided purchase invoicing
and document archiving services to the City of Vantaa since 2009. CGI
Digital Archive for mobile use advances the city’s mobile strategy, which
aims to promote mobility, increase financial efficiency and better meet
the needs of end users. Currently, there are approximately 170 mobile
archive users.
“The deployment of the CGI Digital Archive mobile application was one
of the easiest and smoothest projects I have been involved in,” says
Paula Sillanpää, Service Manager of IT Administration for the City of
Vantaa.

CGI MOBILE ARCHIVE BENEFITS

•

Ability to review and approve
documents, regardless of time
and place, significantly speeding
up document circulation

•

End user flexibility, efficiency and
simplicity

•

Secure and easy-to-deploy
solution with simple monthly
pricing

•

Ability to use on any Android or
iOS (Apple) device

•

Browser version operates on all
terminal devices

MOBILE ARCHIVE ADAPTS TO MEET EVOLVING WORK NEEDS
“CGI’s document management platform, widely used in Finland,
continues to evolve as the concept of working keeps changing,” said
Janne Tuominen, Senior Vice-President of CGI’s IP product solutions in
Finland. “Performing work is becoming increasingly independent of
place when everyone has a mobile phone with them. Opening an app
on your mobile phone is less cumbersome than logging into a computer,
so there are no delays in taking care of business. CGI Digital Archive
mobile app was developed to meet these changing work dynamics.”
SAVINGS AND EFFICIENCY EVEN ON THE MOVE
The mobile archive drives cost savings by, for example, shortening the
city’s processing time for purchase invoices. “From now on, purchase
invoices can be approved even while traveling,” said Paula.
It also reduces penalty interest and recovery costs related to purchase
invoices, resulting in even greater savings.
Users also benefit from increased flexibility and ease of work enabled
by mobile use. In addition, the solution supports intelligent automation,
empowering city workers to perform document management tasks,
regardless of time and place.
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